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 You Are The Doctor This is the first release of the C’thulhu Cthulhu Legends RPG. It contains all the rules and a few adventure modules. This release is now out of print. Tales of the Inner Sea This is the second release of the C’thulhu Cthulhu Legends RPG. It contains all the rules and a few adventure modules. This release includes the expansion of the original game and continues to offer numerous
available plot modules, campaigns and more. The Wormwood Chronicles This release includes the third expansion of the C’thulhu Cthulhu Legends RPG. This release continues to offer numerous available plot modules, campaigns and more. The Mythos Pack This release includes the fourth expansion of the C’thulhu Cthulhu Legends RPG. This release continues to offer numerous available plot
modules, campaigns and more. Shadows in the East This is the fifth expansion of the C’thulhu Cthulhu Legends RPG. This release continues to offer numerous available plot modules, campaigns and more. Adventure Packs The game provides access to more than 40 campaign settings and over 120 adventures that players can use within the game. The game includes full rules for the classic Space
Opera system, including expanded versions of the core book's terms as well as rules expansions. Additionally, there are seven expansion booklets for the various character classes and six adventure modules. More expansions and adventures for the core book are in the works. Games Workshop Publishing The 2014 releases and all future releases of the game were published by Games Workshop

Publishing. Early in 2013, Shane Johnson announced that he would no longer be in charge of all the C'thulhu Cthulhu Legends line. All the releases of the C'thulhu Cthulhu Legends system are published by Alliteration Ink. In popular culture The roleplaying game is mentioned in Dan Simmons' Hyperion Cantos series. This game was mentioned by the character Father Ted in the episode "The Church
and the Crown." Father Dougal and Ted MacSweeney are playing a game with the characters the Highwayman and Captain Kirk. References External links Games Workshop Publishing's official C'thulhu Cthulhu Legends site Category:Cthulhu Mythos role-playing games Category:Fantasy role-playing games Category:Games Workshop games Category:Role- 82157476af
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